Morrell Group – Evolution in Controls

It was once enough to be the reliable resource for automation systems and components. The pace of change and the requirements of global production demand a comprehensive, single-source solution. An organization positioned to meet every need to develop and maintain manufacturing processes, worldwide.

Introducing the Morrell Group – Morrell, Inc., Stegner Controls, WESS, and Morrell Defense – Together, we can.

World Class Products, Manufacturing & Integration

With full service design and engineering services, a line card comprised of the machine and motion control industry’s most trusted brands, and a comprehensive customer support network; Morrell is much more than a distributor.

- Electrical
- Hydraulic
- Pneumatic
- Mechanical
- Lubrication
- Manufacturing
- Engineering
- Safety

Your Intelligent Solution

Stegner Controls is a leader in system integration – providing customers with the crucial control system, panel build, and programming capabilities required in modern manufacturing and industrial environments.

- Automation / Assembly Control Systems
- Weld Control Systems
- Machine Tool Control Systems
- Robotic Control Systems
- Panel Build
- Software Programming
- Field Service & Support
WESS
VIRTUALLY DERIVED. EFFICIENTLY APPLIED.

WESS is the first truly single-source design, engineering, sourcing, and execution solution for manufacturers around the globe - delivering inherent quality, durability, and performance with measurable cost reduction.

- Concept
- Design & Engineering
- Prototype & Test
- Manufacturing
- Quality
- Professional Resources
- Software Solutions

Managing Military Power & Motion

Morrell Defense is dedicated to serving the military and government sectors through providing full service design, engineering, prototyping, manufacturing, sourcing, and procurement capabilities to its global customer base.

- Automatic & Semi-Automatic Lubrication Systems
- Cooling Packages
- Custom Electrical Control Packages
- Custom Cable Assemblies & Wiring Harnesses
- Pneumatic / Hydraulic Solutions
- Advanced Filtration Systems
- Suspension Control Packages
- Space & Weight Reducing Solutions
- Power Management Packages
- Energy Recovery Solutions
- Vehicle & Sub-System Controllers
- Hybrid Hydraulic Packages
- Door & Ramp Assist Solutions
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